Adele Landauer
Personal Coach, Author & Entrepreneur

Adele Landauer is an expert on personal performance and development. As a former actress, she founded a coaching centre and developed
ManageActing, a training programme for actors but tailored to teach managers, various professionals and business leaders how to effectively
present themselves in business as well as in public.
"Adele's passion is helping people live a balanced, happy and successful life."

In detail

Languages

Adele studied acting at the "Ernst-Busch" University of Acting in

She presents in English and German.

Berlin and has been an actress for 25 years on stage and in front
of the camera. She was also a lecturer at the management school

Want to know more?

of St. Gallen on the topic of Personal Development and a regular

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what she

contributor to a column for the German newspaper Die Welt.

could bring to your event.

Adele, originally from East Germany, witnessed the Berlin Wall
being torn down but what she experienced was not only the

How to book her?

physical coming down of the wall but millions of people who were

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

able to tear down their own walls inside themselves.
watch video

What she offers you
Internationally experienced Adele (she resides in Germany and

Publications

the USA) combines her abilities as an actress with her desire to

2010

help people to grow. Adele's speeches call upon the audience to

Experience Total Freedom:6 Steps to Tearing Down Your Walls

enhance their potential and break down the walls around them.

2001

Only once they break down these walls will they start to shine,
develop and become extra-ordinary leaders. She demonstrates
transformational leadership and how future or current leaders can
enhance their skills to stand out in the modern business world.

How she presents
With Adele's professional, direct perspective on the one hand and
her womanly, empathic radiance on the other, she delivers her
messages clearly, passionately, and with great affection.

Topics
Transformational Leadership
Leadership and Motivation
Work-Life Balance
Overcoming Obstacles
Personal Development
Leading a Team Effectively
Coaching for Managers
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ManageActing
30 Minuten für mehr Charisma & Charme
Light Up your Potential

